LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

I welcome you to this long awaited edition of the Jos Journal of Medicine with great pleasure. Our constant aim has always been to attract quality articles that extend the frontiers of medical science and to disseminate the findings of original research to a worldwide audience.

Being my first volume as Editor-in-Chief, the focus has been to inspire more scientific writing from our members (JUTH Association of Resident Doctors), to ensure the integrity of our peer review process and improve the overall quality of our eventual output. For this I have members of the Editorial Team, our greatly valued Editorial Advisors and specially, our immediate past Editor, Dr. Obikili C. G, to thank. Your patient, consistent and timely support and contribution continues to better our serve.

My special appreciation goes to Dr. Aule Terna and the entire executive team for focused leadership and wholehearted support of our activities. In the current year of service, we have continued to consolidate effort toward turning the attention of our members to the crucial area of research and publication. We hope that the rise in the number of resident-driven works will continue and increase.

We must also appreciate our esteemed authors and you, our readers, for your high regard and interest in our journal. The size and diversity of this current volume remains a testament of our reach and relevance made possible by our great audience.

Finally, our journal remains indexed in the African Journal Online (AJOL) and authors are encouraged to send their articles and other correspondences as necessary via the email; editorjjm@gmail.com. Thank you as always for choosing the Jos Journal of Medicine and please enjoy the read!
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